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Product overview

Product Introduction

V5 pro has combined with HIFU/RF 40KHZ cavitaion  BIO microcur-
rent, vacuum, infrared multifunctional machine , it can get the effect 
of body slimming , skin tightening . Please read this manual carefully 
before use and use the beauty equipment in strict accordance with 
the guidelines in this manual.

     HIFU technology
Deep into the subcutaneous fat layer by turning the energy source into 
individual hot condensation points to destory the unexpected fat cells, 
reduce unexpected fat cells, stimulate the contraction and thickening of 
collagen simultaneously, Stimulate Elastic fiber, unexpected fat cells 
decomposed into triglyceride, excreted through the body's metabolism 
to get the effect of body shaping .

     RF Technology 
With the technology of RF, skip the epidermis directly to the subcutane-
ous tissue, Resonating water molecules in the skin and subcutaneous 
tissue, accelerate heat generation by tissue friction , Elevated tempera-
ture promotes catabolism  of subcutaneous fat,stimulating the prolifer-
ation and recombination of collagen and elastic fiber to achieve the 
effect of skin tightening , shaping and lifting.



     V10 handle technologh 
 This handle is a combination of a varitey of multifunctional technolo-
gies.With the tech of  2*40khz cavitaion, 2*bio microcurrent, 2 RF , 
vacuum and infrared led .Firstly, using 40k cavitaion for fat explo-
sion,Then use the high frequency rf act on water molecules in subcu-
taneous fat Precisely, Make bipolar water molecules produce rapid 
vibration, Heating the subcutaneous fat tissue by the heat generated 
by this high-speed rotary friction, Applying a special physical stimu-
lus to the skin tissue to cause wrinkles on the compressed skin tissue, 
And subtle mechanical stimulation of deep skin tissue under the 
action of vacuum negative pressure, promote biochemical reactions 
in deep adipose tissue to accelerate fat consumption, rapid activa-
tion of lipase under specific magnetic and radio frequency to acceler-
ate fat breakdown, decompose fat cells into free fatty acids and 
glycerol, to get the effect of decreasing volume of fat cells, improving 
cellullite tissue , body shapping.
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Product Introduction
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Product illustration

Product name

Model

Operating Voltagel

Package size

Power

Voltage

Operation handle

Package weight

220V

160W

3 pcs

22kg

V5pro

36V

52*46*28cm

Handle(B) 

Handle(A) 

Screen

V10Head

ON/OFF

Vents
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System Interface Diagram
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Handle (A)Operation step
1.Clean the treatment area before using the machine.
2.Connect the power cord and press the circular switch button at the 
top of the screen to turn on the machine.
3.Click enter to enter the operation interface.
4.Click handl (A) to enter the big handle opeartion interface,               
Click handl (A) to enter the big handle opeartion interface, （    插图）
for the first use the lowest energy 20 is suggested to use, then adjust 
the energy according to customer’s tollerance, cause it is normal 
feeling  hot or stinging when using the machine.
5.Click time to set operating time,            such as , the treatment time for 
waist is suggested about 30-45 minutes, it is depends on size of the 
operation area to set operating time.
6. After setting the operation time and operation energy , click the 
PAUSE,（插图）There is a round button above the handle,          it is 
represent start or pause, When you press the button of the handle, you 
will hear the sound of "drop" then the machine starts work, when you 
need to pasue , press the button on the handle.  
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System Interface Diagram
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Handle (B)Operation step

1.Click enter to enter the operation interface.（插图）
2.Click handle (B) to enter the samll handle operation interface,（插图
The energy of HIFU is from 0-10, RF from 20-260, The up and down 
arrows is to increase or decrease energ                   for the first use the 
lowest energy 20 is suggested to use, then adjust the energy according 
to customer’s tollerance, cause it is normal feeling  hot when using the 
machine.
3. Click time to set operating time,                 such as , the treatment time 
for waist is suggested about 30-45 minutes, it is depends on size of the 
treatmnet area to set operating time.
4. After setting the operation time and operation energy , click the 
PAUSE,）There is a round button above the handle,         it is represent 
start or pause, When you press the button of the handle, you will hear 
the sound of "drop" then the machine starts work, when you need to 
pasue , press the button on the handle.    
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System Interface Diagram
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V 10 handle operation step

             RF energy output, press                up or down arrows to adjust the RF energy output. The lowest level is 1, 
highest level is 10, start from level 3 as suggested, to increase energy according to the client’s tolerance. (RF 
energy is working from epidermis into dermis, client will feel heat when treatment)

        microcurrent(BIO), press         up or down arrows to adjust the microcurrent energy output. The lowest level is 
1, highest level is 10, start from level 5 as suggested, to increase energy according to the client’s tolerance. 

       40K output, press          up or down arrows to adjust the cavitation energy output, The lowest level is 1, 
highest level is 10, start from level 3 as suggested, to increase energy according to the client’s tolerance. (It will 
make noise when 40k cavitation head working, please turn off the function if client can’t stand , and use other 
functions only)

       time setting, press          up or down arrows to adjust the working time,  the longest working time could be 30 
minutes.

After setting parameter,press the buttons to start treatment. Press RF          , press 40K         , press the  microcur-
rent             , press the laser light          , press the vacuum           , there are 3 vacuum modes, press the button one 

time to switch the different modes,  Mode A           : 1.5S suction and released 1.5S. Mode B           ：1S suction and 

released 1S. Mode C           : 0.5S suction and released 0.5S.

Red button means the function is working, press it into blue color when to turn off. 

There is knob label on the machine           , it is for adjusting the vacuum output intensity, please adjust the best 

vacuum according to the client’s tolerance. Hold the handle with 2 hands,move back and forth against the skin. 

Medium needed when operation, essence oil or any liquid medium, gel and cream are forbidden as these stuff 

would stuck the air pipe. 
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Operation method
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1.  Measure the size of the treatment area before using the instru-
ment, Measure the marked area  after the treatment.
2. Then apply the medium on the terament area and the operating 
head.

The operating head is first moved from 
the the upper waist to the navel around, 
then from the middle waist to the navel 
around, Lower waist moves to the navel, 
Finally moving from the navel to the 
groin , Do not move too large position 
during operation, it is recommended to 
move at a constant speed. Set the 
operating time according to the 
relaxation of individuals.    

Waist operation

The operation head moves from bottom 
to top in a circled motion, Move from the 
thigh armpit up to the thigh root , then 
from the top of the knee to the groin , Set 
the operating time according to the 
relaxation of individuals.

Leg operation

The operation head is first pushed from bottom to 
top, lifting from the outside and moving to the 
vicinity of the armpit, Set the operating time 
according to the relaxation of individuals.

Arm operation

The operating head is operated from the 
underside of the cervical spine to the back waist, 
Going back and forth for the entire back.

Back operation

The operation head first operates from the bottom 
of the thigh and pushes from bottom to top;

Hip operation

The operation head is placed on the upper hip 
bone, start operate from the position where the 
spine is about a fist.

Backside waist
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Use taboos
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Attention

Troublesshooting 

1.Women in menstrual period is not recommended to use.
2.Women in  pregnancy of during the month after having a baby are 
not recommended to use.
3.Human who has metal, plastic, silicone such planted into body are 
not recommended to use.
4.Human who with hearing aid , Cardiac pulser  such medical devic-
es are not recommended to use.
5. Human who are hypertension, hyperlipidemia, hyperglycemia, or 
with metal problems are not recommended to use.
6. Human who are abnormal fat metabolism, including severe hy-
perlipidemia or severe fatty liver are not recommended to use.
7. Human with skin allergies or inflammation, skin infection are not 
recommended to use.
8. Human who use anticoagulant drug long-term continuously, such 
as: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or contraceptive, 
long-term use of hormone drugs are not recommended to use.
9.Children under 12 years old or Human who has irrational expecta-
tion of the effect for the machine are not recommended to use.

1. It is not recommended to take a shower with hot water immediately 
after 4 hours of operation;
2. After operation, it is recommended to maintain a replenishment of 
water up to 2000cc per day.
3. Keep at least 10-15 minutes of exercise per day, jog or do aerobic 
exercise is the best choice, keep a good mood.
4. Diet should be light, do not overeating,Keep nutrition matching.
5.Keep regular work and rest , do not over-drinking, eat too late at 
night, etc.

Fault type Troubleshooting method
The instrument did not respond 
after connecting the power

First check if the plug is pow-
ered, replace the plug or socket

Cannot enter the operation 
interface after turn on the ma-
chine

Shut  down and res tar t ,  or  
loosen the screws on the screen

Attention: Instruments are precision electronic products, Using the 
instrument in a humid environment is forbidden: such  as bathroom 
wet places; If it enter water accidentally e, please stop using it and 
return back to the factory for repair!
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Instrument maintenance
1. The instrument must use a three-pronged plug with a grounding 
pin and ensure that the instrument's power outlet is well grounded;
2. Ensure that the power supply is stable and suitable. If the local 
power supply voltage is unstable, it is recommended that the user 
increase the power matching power supply.
3. Do not place the instrument in a humid place or near a water 
source, and do not expose the instrument  directly to  sunlight;
4. Do not place the instrument too close to a strong pyrogen or a 
strong radiation source (disinfection cabinet, induction cooker, mi-
crowave oven, etc.), which will affect the normal use of the instru-
ment;
5. The instrument must use the original qualified accessories provid-
ed by the manufacturer;
6. After each operation, the operating handle should be cleaned and 
disinfected and kept in a safe place;
7. If you are not using the instrument, please turn off the power, dial 
out the instrument plug, and place all kinds of accessories.

Packing list: 
Main machine         1 Power cord          1

Big handle               1

V10 handle               1

Small handle       1


